
Belief System Research 

 As part of our thematic study of theology and its myriad rhetorical arguments, I ask that you extensively 

research one particular belief system.  Let intellectual curiosity be your guide, and be as specific in your choice as is 

possible.  You can certainly study one of the five major religions of the world, say Christianity, for example, but 

consider study of one particular subset under that large faith umbrella.  You may certainly consider the ‘isms’ of 

atheism or agnosticism, for they can be argued to be particular ‘beliefs,’ and do not discount study of those faith 

systems that we largely view today as mythological—the religious practices of the Romans or Greeks, or the Viking 

culture of Norse Mythology, for example, can all be possibilities.  You may choose to study your own professed belief, or 

one that you feel might be antithetical to your own; you may be driven to study faith that is culturally or geographically 

specific, say Aztec religion, for example, or a particular Native American faith practice, but please as always be driven 

by curiosity.  Your first day of research may simply be devoted to an exploration of many different faiths as you move 

through your decision process. 
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 Proper citation of information—if you did not know the information before your research, then you 

must cite 

 Specific sections must be identified by their purpose (Preconceived Notions)  

 Turnitin.com submission (this includes Works Cited) + Physical Copy turn in (this 

includes Works Cited) per agreed upon timetable  

Report Cover:   Visually creative representation of particular faith using words/imagery/color that 

convey faith’s core values—see particular Report Subheading requirements below: 

Preconceived Notions:  What you thought or felt you knew or expected to find regarding said belief system 

prior to research.  This section can include your own decision-making process, what deficits in your knowledge base 

might exist, what you hope to find in your research, and/or pop cultural messages you may have consumed prior to 

research.  This section must be completed prior to any tangible research.  Invocation of ‘I’ as personal pronoun is 

perfectly acceptable and necessary in this section.  This section should be at least half a page of content.   

Fundamental Tenets/Core Beliefs: Comprehensive address of central structures/practices—origins, culture, 

history, significant figures, etc.  This is an extremely detailed section reflective of extensive scholarly research.  Proper 

citation practice becomes imperative in this section.  This will by far be the largest section, encompassing a 

minimum of two pages to articulate fully.   

Symbol and Symbolism:  Central visual argument(s) will be addressed specifically here.  Core 

symbol or symbols of researched faith system are to be physically included in report (as a concrete image placed in 

the report), with follow-up, extensive articulation and analysis of symbology.  Detailed discourse must illustrate the 

message and impact of said symbol(s). 

Analytical Conclusions (3):  Based on comprehensive research, you are to arrive at three separate 

constructions of knowledge.  This section is exclusively analytical, and is reflective of your cognitive process as a 

scholar and researcher.  For example, a student might in her or his research of Islam realize at some point that Islam 

and Christianity share most constructs—a recognition of Jesus, Moses, Abraham, and that God and Allah are in 

essence the same monotheistic entity—so what might that tell us?  Does it give hope that, moving forward, we might 

arrive at some common ground? 

Works Cited:   

 Minimum of four separate, analytically viable sources (dictionary or general encyclopedic source material not 

counted as part of holistic minimum) 

 Proper MLA Format, including alpha order, no bullets, no numbering 

 Make sure to invoke the phrase ‘Works Cited’ as title for this particular section 

 Works Cited must be included with turnitin.com submission and physical copy printout 

Presentation: 

 These are crafted as analytical conversations—students and instructor will arrive at format 

 Particular artifact:  you are to share as part of your presentation a physical representation (symbol, object, 

etc.) specifically reflective of researched faith 



      

       


